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Happy Saturday AM All Ya's....
Hoping Your Weekend is Starting Off in a Grand Fashion ..
Had a Little Happy Hour up at Dads Barn last Eve for Brother Bobs
79th Birthday .... What a Good Ol Boy.... Good Time had by All ....
****Yup ...Kudos and Apogee both have a 45 Da.PHI
As soon as you can catch a breath, it'd be a good idea to sit down
with your '''Rough-Draft-Work-Book-Spray-Records''' ....and maybe go
ahead and start the Official Recording thing.... Remember
'''Agrian.com/labelcenter/results''' is a huge help for details...and
of course the MSU-E-154-Pgs 320--331 are huge in keeping you soundlysquare with the necessary Detailing for your ''Audits'' .... All that Stuff
just keeps getting more & more intense....
I know a lot of You Guys that already go ahead and enter each
Appln as soon as it's done ....right on into your Program on the Computer.
That might be the best way....??? ...If you can take the time every
time...??
****There is just so much In-depth Discussion ...On & On & On
.... About all the various conditions that cause ... or really help promote
the BitterPit problems in so many of our favorite and most profitable
Apple Varieties. But all the Theories and Strategies all come back to the
same spot .... ''Just keep plenty of Calcium going onto that Tree Foliage
and Fruitlets.'' And also remember how some of the Guys are getting
superb results with doing several Apps of Calcium into the WeedControl
Strip. To get to the Extreme-Levels of Control & Prevention that some of
these Guys have reached, we just can't use the ol CaChloride.
We have several very Top-Shelf-Hi-Tech-Hi-Performance Calciums.... All
of these have really serious Attributes ....
Rates -- Products --- Costs -3-5 Pint FoliCAL
$7.50 Foliar
*Really good one
from Brandt
3-4 Pint RidgCal.BPC.Phite $12.75 Foliar
*With Zn &
SeaWeed....And some guys are claiming they see Disease Control
4-5 Pint Phoenix
$10.00 Foliar or Soil *This has the other
Attributes that we can't talk about...Ask me.
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2-3 Pint MainStay-S.I.
$17.00 Foliar
*Hugely HiTech-UnSurpassed Efficiency
3 Lbs
OxyComCalcium
$43.00 Foliar or Soil *Also has Lots
of Macros & Micros
3-5 Pint PeneCal
$26.00 Soil Only
*Incredible
Soil Penetration
Pls feel free to give a call and visit about which may have the best fit
for you...and how to ''Dial-Down'' the Rate and Per-Acre-Cost for
Younger Production Blocks.
****You Might Very Likely Have .... Several Varieties where
you can maybe still use MycoShield''OxyTet'' ...?? ...which carries a
60 Da.P.H.I.... But remember that OxyTet really helps only as a
Protectant.... You would need to be able to accurately predict the
Trauma-Event in order to not waste your $16.95-per-Acre cost of a 1
lb.Appln....
****Regalia---Yes---Remains a highly regarded BaseLine Product
for defending against all Summer Diseases and especially FireBlight.
Warmest Regards ....r
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